bounded variation in (0, R) for all positive R, the integrals converge for some complex x which is neither zero nor negative, and p is positive. Widder as a generalization of (5) ; and proved results corresponding to Widder's for (3) and (4).
In [G] the author discussed the properties of the functions defined by (3) and (4); and by arguments based on the method of steepest descents, obtained independently of Pollard the operator
which has the same effect on (3) and (4) as Pollard's operator Z«. This was to be expected, since as can easily be verified, the operators (6) and (7) are asymptotically the same for large k, and indeed differ only in the outside multipliers. We shall show in the present work that by certain formal arguments an inversion formula involving a complex integral for (3) and (4) can be obtained from (7). This operator turns out to be a generalization of the one used by Stieltjes [B, pp. 473-476] to invert (2).
2. Definitions and elementary properties. It will be noted that when p is not an integer, the nucleus (x+t)~p in (3) and (4) is manyvalued. Moreover, even when p is an integer, it may be seen from the example
that possible singularities of (3) and (4) arise when / is zero or negative. We avoid both these difficulties by considering ƒ (#) in the region D, where D is the x-plane cut from the origin along the negative real axis. It is open to us to choose any arbitrarily fixed determination for (x+0~p (and indeed for any number 0~p which occurs in our argu-ment), when the nucleus (x+t)~p or the function z~p will be onevalued and analytic in D. For convenience we shall take that determination of z~~p for which arg [z~p] has its principal value. But it can be seen from subsequent arguments that any fixed determination could have been chosen, and that our results would then be equally valid.
It is convenient at this stage to give some elementary properties of the functions defined by (3) and (4). Proofs have been given by Widder [A] for the case p = 1. The proof in each case is an easy generalization of his methods. We combine them in the following theorem. where D = d/dt, and uses this result to obtain the inversion formula of Stieltjes [B] for the transform (2). We proceed from (7) and write
Using the usual notation ®=t-d/dt, we see that On setting £+g = l-fp, £ -q=p -1 + 20, the operator in (8) •^ f (* + Q'-y'&dz, Ll'KJ C on making the substitution z~te 2ia . C is the circle \z\ =/, cut at the point -/.
We now define as our complex inversion operator
(io) jf^ «= zl r (« + o^v'(*)&,
where C v t is the contour which starts at the point -t-iq, proceeds along the straight line I m (z) = -rj to the point -irj, then along the semi-circle \z\ = 77, Re Os)=0> to the point irj, and finally along the line Im (z)=rj to the point -t+irj. Since the integrand in (10) is analytic and one-valued in D y the integral along C is equal to the limit as 77 tends to zero of the integral along C v tBefore discussing the relation of (10) to (3) and (4), it is of interest to observe that on setting p = l, lim,. 0+ Jlf f «(ƒ) = (l/2«r) \f(kr**) -/(to") 1, which is the inversion operator given by Stieltjes [B, pp. 473-476] for (2).
Complex inversion formula.
In order to show that (10) will invert (3) and (4) it is desirable to prove three lemmas, which play a decisive part in the inversion theorems. It will be noted that the third of these lemmas gives the value of a generalized form of "Cauchy's singular integral" [D, p. 133 and E, p. 30] . We state the following lemma. On setting z = e 2i * t this integral is seen to be equal to 1 J_ Ç (z + \)r~ldz
where C is the unit circle indented at 0= ±1, to allow for the pole at 2=1 and the possible branch point at 2==-1. Since
, and linw (*+l)'-1 = 2'-1 f it follows that the integral has the value 1/2. LEMMA 4b. If g(u)^L (O^u^R) and g(0+) exists, then
and let a positive ô be chosen so that | g(u) -g(Q+) | <€ for 0 <u ^S. If the integral in I is taken in two parts, over (0, ô) and (5, R), then This is proved by splitting the integral into two parts corresponding to the intervals (0, /) and (/, R), and applying Lemma 4b to each part.
We now state and prove the main inversion theorems: Since 7(i£, <*>) need not converge absolutely, we define p(t) ==: J[<t>(u) 
2iTc-(t-R)
where yp (t, u)^ [rj -i(t -u)\~p-[rj+i(t -u) 
JÜV(1 + p) f °° i^rfw u + p; r °° «"<* But the integral converges, since R>t and p>0, so that | /'(rç)! -»0. This completes the proof of our theorem. 
